QUEEN WITHOUT HER
DRESS. ONLY ON PAGE 3 OF
YE SUNNE TODAY!
1 groat (dr), 2 florins (east)

DRACHENWALD SHOCK! CALONTIR PLOT?
Shock Winner in Queens
Rapier Championship
By Sports Ed
Experienced sports fans were left
shocked by the unexpected
outcome of the Queens Rapier
Championship at the Coronation
this
Summer.
A
relative
newcomer, Lucrezia Serafini da
Roma (21 and quite lovely) was
the runaway winner. There was a
brief stewards enquiry after the
tourney into alleged suggestions
of collusion, but Don Antonio, last
seen walking away from Baron
Pol said that ‘nothing was out of
order in the Baron’s explanations
and ‘would we excuse him whilst
he went to the Bank’. Spectators
noted that the Queen had said
that any tactics were entirely
reasonable, and that approval
was given by the Royal Couple
Queen Morrigan (21 and quite
lovely) and King Lief (92) by the
AoA to Lady Lucrezia, bless ‘em!

CALONTIR
BAGGAGE
SHOCK!

Forgotten Sea?
Forgotten Luggage!
By Political Editor
News was coming in today that the Queen’s baggage, raided by the
forces of the Luft Hanseatic League had come to light in the Barony
of Forgotten Sea (mka Kansas City Airport)! It remains to be seen
whether the Heirs Coronets, and the massive wardrobe of Her
Majesty remain inviolate. Drachenwald sources indicate that this is
taken “Very seriously” and rumours of Military Manoevers
continue. Ye Sunne did not contact anyone in Calontir. More news
as it comes in, in Ye Sunne, the paper you can TRUST!

LIKE ANYONE IS READING THIS PAGE!
by Probability Editor.

A self proclaimed ‘noted’
Drachenwald Scientist was
quoted as saying today, “The
chances of anyone reading
anything on page 2 today,
rather than flipping straight on
to page 3 is miniscule. Frankly,
I don’t know why I’m even

bothering talking to you. Oh,
but the chances of anything
coming from Mars are a million
to one” he said. Don Antonio di
Rienzo Ruspoli (95) said in a
statement that he, “Didn’t
know why ye Sunne was
bothering with his opinion.”

NEW ADDICTIVE PLAGUE STRIKES
DRACHENWALD!
By Crime Editor

A new scourge is sweeping the
taverns and bawdy houses of
Drachenwald, and one, ye
Sunne learns, which has been
deliberately
introduced.
Compulsive Addictive Humour
(CAH) outbreaks have been
spreading
wildly,
with
Drachenwald
specific
mutations being reported in
the wild.

Ye Sunne has investigated
deeply into the source of this
outbreak, and can learn the
horrifying truth! It was
deliberately introduced into
Drachenwald by a ‘Moll
Cutpurse’ type figure, who our
sources identify as one Juliette
Cavalierri, one of the cabal of
ladies known as ‘The Roaring
Girls’.

Ye SUNNE has also learned that
this rot has spread such that
even respectable individuals
such as peers have succumbed
to its infection. In truth this
CAH is a caution, which must
be shown the red Card, against
Humanity!

PAGE 3
Queen Morrigan (21
and quite lovely)
with her Seamstress
Lady Alyna Morgan
(21, and also lovely)
who stepped into
the
breach
by
providing a new
ensemble for the
Queen from her
own
Wardrobe,
when the Queen’s
clothing
was
ambushed. Queen
Morrigan worries
about interkingdom
politics, and enjoys
planning an Empire!

